Remove all low hanging
branches; branches lower than
12ft and over 1/2in thick will
prevent our restroom trailer
from passing which may result in
extra fees to wait or a
cancellation of your delivery.

Inclines over 8 degrees longitudinal (front to back) are dangerous for your guests and
property and will be rejected as a suitable drop off site. Inclines over 8 degrees transverse
(left to right) may prevent us from leveling the trailer properly resulting in an uncomfortable
disorientating feel while inside the restroom.

Standby Time

Included in your restroom trailer rental is 30 minutes of "standby" for delivery and pickup. This is time in which the driver is on site but not
dropping off/setting up the restroom trailer. Examples: waiting for the catering vehicle to unload so we can access the site, waiting while low
hanging branches are cut, picking a secondary location due to the principle location being unsuitable. After 30 minutes if the site is still not ready
for our restroom to be dropped off we will assess $1 per minute standby charge.

Site Suitability

When picking the restroom location at please keep in mind several key points. The width of the trailer with the stairs down can be up to 10ft wide.
Before being deployed we require a width of 8ft on all driving surfaces to the drop off site, so for example if your driveway is barely wide enough
for a small car it may not be wide enough for a large restroom trailer. We highly recommend picking out at least 2 spots to place the trailer just in
case one spot does not meet the requirements
All of our trailers have the doors facing the passenger side, facing the doors towards your event is ideal for your guests. The spot chosen must
have enough room in front of the trailer (20ft) for our truck to drop off the trailer and leave, we cannot place the trailer in a location where the
tow vehicle is "trapped" by the trailer. Most trailers are far too heavy to be moved by hand, we also do not carry any equipment to manually move
the trailer into position.
The road/driveway/path leading to the drop off location must be suitable for 2 wheel drive passenger vehicles, to steep of an incline may result in
our vehicle not being able to pull/push the trailer up the incline. Severe angle changes on the terrain may prevent the trailer from proceeding due
to it bottoming out on the ground. If a turnaround is required to properly place the trailer please keep in mind our tow vehicles need between 2.5
and 3 road lane widths to successfully complete a U turn.

Conserve Consumables

Whenever possible please take steps to minimize the usage of water, power, hand soap and paper products
such as toilet paper and hand towels. All these items come fully stocked/charged when we drop off the trailer
and are not guaranteed to last the duration of your rental. So if you do not have the trailer plugged in to water
or electricity please do not leave the lights on, the exhaust fan on, or the taps running. For example if you
leave the lights/fan on for several hours the restroom's battery may deplete before the end of your event
resulting in no power to run the water systems which will prevent the toilets from flushing, the sinks from
working and the lights from functioning.
As a courtesy to our clients we provide extra paper products such as toilet paper stored within the trailer,
depending on which model these supplies are located under the sink or inside the maintenance closet.
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